
Marshall Tufton Portable
Bluetooth Speaker, Black &
Brass
249530

Bring the show on the road with Tufton, the mightiest
portable speaker from Marshall. Tufton packs 20+ hours
of portable playtime, allowing you to go further, for
longer.

20+ HOURS OF PORTABLE PLAYTIME
Tufton offers 20+ hours of portable playtime on a single charge. Its guitar-inspired carry strap makes it perfect to take
with you. You can even track the speaker’s battery life with the visual battery indicator located on the top panel of the
speaker.

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL SOUND
Tufton is engineered as a 3-way system, producing sound from three separate drivers from the front of the speaker. An
additional mid-range driver is located on the rear of the speaker. This configuration offers a clear and articulate sound
across all frequencies, and gives the listener a true 360° Blumlein Stereo Sound experience.

BLUETOOTH 5.0
Tufton comes equipped with Bluetooth 5.0 technology for wireless music play. Play music with any Bluetooth device
with a range of up to 30 feet away from the speaker.

DURABLE AND ROADWORTHY DESIGN
Tufton has an IPX2 water-resistant rating and flush mounted corner caps making it an extremely rugged and durable
speaker. It features a solid metal grille and the iconic Marshall script. Tufton is a behemoth of sound made for the open
road.

IPX2 WATER RESISTANT DESIGN
The road is full of surprises, which is why Tufton offers a water-resistant design. Its IPX2 rating means it’s able to
withstand a little water.

MULTI-HOST FUNCTIONALITY
Tufton features multi-host functionality so you can easily connect and switch between two Bluetooth devices. Now you
and a friend can take turns playing what you want to hear.

CUSTOMISE YOUR SOUND
The Tufton top panel features analogue control knobs for bass, treble and volume, allowing you to fine-tune the exact
sound you desire.

QUICK CHARGE
Tufton has quick charging capabilities so you can pick up and leave at a moment’s notice. 20 minutes
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gets you 4 hours of portable playtime, while a full battery takes about  2.5 hours to charge.

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 7340055382540

Manufacturer number: 1005924

Product weight: 4.91 kilograms
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